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New York Times bestselling author Teddy Fitzroy returns as FunJungle's resident sleuth when the zoo's newest addition goes missing--before she even
arrives!--in the latest novel in New York Times bestselling author Stuart Gibbs's FunJungle series.FunJungle is frenzied, awaiting the arrival of its most
thrilling animal yet--Li Ping--a rare and very expensive giant panda that the zoo went to enormous lengths to secure. But when the truck transporting Li Ping
shows up, its precious cargo has vanished into thin air. The FBI steps in to investigate, and Teddy is happy to leave the job in their (supposedly) capable
hands. After all, FunJungle has never encountered a crime this serious. But when someone threatens to blackmail Teddy's girlfriend, Summer, if he doesn't
solve the crime, his involvement in this mystery is no longer black and white.
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Could books hidden through the Book Scavenger game be linked to an arsonist's web of destruction? Find out in the New York Times-bestselling second
book in the action packed Book Scavenger series by Jennifer Chambliss Bertman. 

Mr. Quisling is definitely up to  something mysterious, and Emily and James are on high alert. First, there's  the coded note he drops at a book event. Then
they uncover a trail of  encrypted messages in Mark Twain-penned books hidden through Book Scavenger.  What's most suspicious is that each hidden book
triggers a fire. 
As the sleuthing friends dig  deeper, they discover Mr. Quisling has been hunting a legendary historical  puzzle: the Unbreakable Code. This new mystery is
irresistible, but Emily and  James can't ignore the signs that Mr. Quisling might be the arsonist. The clock is ticking as the fires multiply, and Emily and
James race to crack the code of a lifetime. 
This sequel to the popular middle-grade Book Scavenger series is perfect for book-lovers who enjoy a thrilling adventure and a good mystery. 
A Christy Ottaviano Book
Praise for The Unb ...
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